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The Cuba Transition Project (CTP) at the Institute for Cuban and Cuban-American Studies at the University of Miami is an important and timely project to study and make recommendations for the reconstruction of Cuba once the post-Castro transition begins in earnest. This is being accomplished through individual original research, work-study groups, and seminars. The project, which began in January 2002, is funded by a grant from the U.S. Agency for International Development.

Research Studies

The CTP produces a variety of original studies with practical alternative recommendations on various aspects of the transition process. The studies are available in both English and Spanish. The Spanish translations are sent to Cuba through various means.

Databases

The CTP is developing several key databases:

1. “Transition Studies” - The full-text, of published and unpublished, articles written on topics of transition in Cuba, as well as articles on transition in Central and Eastern Europe, Nicaragua, and Spain. It also includes an extensive bibliography of published and unpublished books, theses, and dissertations on the topic.
2. “Legal Issues” - In full-text, Cuba’s principal laws (in Spanish), the current Cuban Constitution (in English and Spanish), and other legislation relating to the structure of the existing government. This database also includes a law index and the full-text of numerous law review articles on a variety of transition topics.
3. “Foreign Investments” - A listing of foreign investments in Cuba, specifically joint ventures, risk contracts, cooperated production, and management contracts.
4. “Cuba On-Line” - The most recent statistics on the economy, health, tourism, and education; information on infrastructure, demographics, and business; a chronology from 1492 to the present; and biographies of current and historical leaders of Cuba.
5. “Treaties and Accords” - A collection of existing international treaties and accords entered into by the Castro government.
6. “Political Prisoners” - A listing of current Cuban political prisoners, including accusations, sentences, and pictures (when available).

Cuba Focus

The CTP publishes an electronic information service, Cuba Focus, reporting on current issues of importance on Cuba.

Web Site

All the products of the CTP, including the research studies, the databases, and Cuba Focus, are available at no cost online at the CTP website accessible at http://ctp.iccas.miami.edu.

The CTP can also be contacted at P.O. Box 248174, Coral Gables, Florida 33124-3010, Tel: 305-284-CUBA (2822), Fax: 305-284-4875, and e-mail: ctp.iccas@miami.edu.
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Executive Summary

Throughout history, countries have adapted the ideas and experiences of other countries and cultures to serve their own needs, and they have been most inclined to do so when their needs were greatest. Mao Zedong, who denied the realities of human nature and economic common sense, left China in an economic crisis when he died in 1976. One of these years, Fidel Castro will do the same thing to Cuba. Since Mao’s death, China has leaped from stagnancy to the world’s fastest growing economy on the basis of export-driven, market-oriented reforms begun under authoritarian political rule by Deng Xiaoping. Many analysts believe that Cuba, too, will remain politically authoritarian for some time after Fidel Castro’s departure and that its new leaders will jump-start the island’s economy in part by adopting programs similar in important ways to some already underway in China.

This essay is not a blueprint of what I would like to see happen in Cuba in the immediate future. Rather, it is an examination of what Cuba’s immediate post-Fidel ruling elite is most likely to do and what the consequences of their choices and policies may be. All such speculation is constrained by the fact that we do not know when Fidel Castro will finally depart the scene, who will then be in position to take power, and what international as well as domestic conditions the new leadership will have to deal with. Still, I look at why the similar ideologies and aspirations of Mao and Castro left China and Cuba on their economic knees and yet why, despite many common outlooks and objectives, Castro and Chinese leaders had a very rocky relationship during most of the Cold War period. Over the past fifteen years, that relationship has greatly improved, and important members of the Cuban political, military, and business elite, including Fidel and Raúl Castro and two-thirds of the members of the Communist Party Politburo, have visited China and remarked with great interest on the Chinese reform experience.

While Fidel Castro has blocked major reforms that would alter his vision of egalitarian socialism in Cuba, the authoritarian leaders who will succeed him will almost certainly turn to market reforms that will draw Cuba progressively into the global economy. In this essay, “learning from China” means studying China’s developmental experience since Mao’s
death and adapting any aspects that may seem relevant to Cuba’s post-Fidel needs. The “lessons” range from changing states of mind to fairly straightforward market economics. The Chinese aspect of these lessons refers to how these attitudes and policies have been productively modified, presented, and carried out by a politically authoritarian regime that calls itself socialist. What are some of the lessons?

The foundation for productive reform will be the Cuban people’s state of mind and freedom of action. Several Cuba specialists at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing point out that the most important thing Cuban leaders and people need to do now is to jettison stifling egalitarianism and turn instead to promoting initiative, market productivity, and growth. When government policies encourage those individuals and groups, domestic and foreign, who wish to produce, the economy will expand, and living standards will rise, as they have for most people in China.

Specific actions undertaken in China that have relevance to Cuba include the following:

- Deng Xiaoping opened the minds of the Chinese people in economic terms, or one might say gave the people the freedom to do what seemed to come naturally to them, namely, to work hard and produce for their own, and, ultimately, the nation’s good. While very serious challenges remain in China, the dead hand of egalitarianism is gone, and the country is moving in directions never contemplated by previous leaders on the Chinese mainland during the country’s thousands of years of history. These changes include setting in motion a process that has brought a peaceful, orderly succession (among Communist Party leaders, to be sure) from Deng to Jiang Zemin and, in 2003, after Deng’s death, to Hu Jintao. Fidel Castro still seems to think he can guarantee succession to his brother and the continuation of the basic egalitarianism of the Revolution. To this end, he has already transferred some economic power and decision making to Raúl and the military, but they lack the authority from Fidel to launch serious, comprehensive reforms in thinking and economics. Only when those reforms occur will Cuba begin to prosper with an economy
that serves the interests of all the island’s people. Fidel Castro could promote prosperity now by relinquishing real decision-making authority, but he is very unlikely to do so.

• China achieved the longest double-digit growth rate in modern history by undertaking economic reforms that promoted (often by simply permitting) initiative, competition, and production among a suppressed but potentially highly creative people. These reforms ranged from the wholesale transformation of current institutions and practices to the encouragement of small, medium, and large private shops and industries, the kinds of changes outlined in an earlier Cuba Transition Study by Carmelo Mesa-Lago. Many of the policies carried out in China are relevant in varying ways to Cuba.

• The Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and the Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias — FAR) are already heavily involved in their respective general economies, and the FAR often utilizes more business-like practices than Cuba’s other industries. The organization and oversight of the military forces in the coming years could help promote a smooth transition in Cuba, as they did in China. The negative sides of the Chinese experience with military involvement in the economy, ranging from corruption to loss of institutional focus, are also already evident in Cuba. In time, Cuba may want to examine how in recent years the Chinese have reduced the PLA’s involvement in economic activities not related directly to the military sector.

• At times, the Chinese police and military have been used to maintain national stability while economic reforms were carried out. Deng Xiaoping’s conviction that stability is essential for steady economic growth was demonstrated by the repression of 4 June 1989 in Beijing and other cities, events the world associates with the name “Tiananmen Square.” Fidel Castro approved Deng’s use of the military in that crisis, but the question remains as to
what degree Cuban police and/or military will forcefully repress demonstrations by the people, particularly if the orders come from someone other than Fidel.

• Bringing off rapid growth in China necessitated utilization of a vast network of wealthy and productive overseas Chinese. In many ways, Cuba has a similar resource in the 15 percent of its people who live abroad, especially in the United States. The potential for cooperation between Cubans on the island and abroad in the promotion of real economic change is substantial. It will, however, require a future Cuban government that is willing to extend an olive branch to overseas Cubans who are prepared to focus first on largely economic reforms with the expectation that social and political change will follow.
Introduction

There is nothing unusual about learning “lessons” from abroad. Throughout history, peoples and governments have willingly or unwillingly adopted or adapted to the experiences and ideas of other countries. For example, in many respects Latin America is still the child of its Iberian parents. For millennia, China was inundated by influences from the northern steppe and India and, in the twentieth century, by Marxism. Japan sometimes seems to have taken half of its civilization from China, from its written language to the inspiration for its architecture and renowned rock gardens. But in recent years, Chinese political leaders and analysts and others around the world have been wary of overt claims that one country can “learn lessons” from another. For example, when Raúl Castro met with then Premier Li Peng during a visit to Beijing in 1997, Li remarked that “China’s experience can only be taken as a reference as every socialist country has its own conditions.” A Cuba specialist I have known for some years at the Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing wrote me after a research trip to Cuba in late 2003 saying, “Cuban leaders are paying close attention to Chinese and Vietnamese experiences, but not to copy them, rather to apply them to the concrete conditions of Cuba.”

That is my interest as well. This essay is not a blueprint of what I would like to see happen in Cuba in the immediate future. Rather, it is an examination of what Cuba’s immediate post-Fidel Castro ruling elite is most likely to do and what the consequences of their choices and policies may be. I will look into conditions in Cuba today and into why in the future there must be serious change, which Castro so far has been able to put off but his successors will have to face up to. I will examine how ideology, personalities, and interests have affected Sino-Cuban relations over the past half century, sending them up and then down and now up once again. I will then note how, since the mid-1990s, Raúl Castro and some other top Cuban leaders and analysts, but not Fidel Castro, have become particularly interested in the potential relevance to Cuba of some Chinese ideas and experiences. I will conclude with a discussion of some specific potential Chinese “lessons” that some Cuban leaders, Cuban-Americans, and U.S. policymakers have already considered or may con-
sider for post-Castro Cuba and their possible consequences. All such speculation is constrained by the fact that we do not know when Fidel Castro will finally depart the scene, who will then be in position to take power when he goes, and what international conditions the new leadership will have to deal with.

Recent links between the two countries have ranged from exchange visits by heads-of-state through contacts among other officials and analysts of both countries to assorted forms of trade and aid. While some U.S. analysts today concentrate on what they consider Cuba’s role in China’s global strategy, I will focus on what impact I think China’s reform experience could have indirectly on the daily lives of the Cuban people. No one can foresee what will happen in Cuba when Fidel Castro leaves power or when that will be. Some well-informed observers believe “Castroism” will collapse with Castro, but it is difficult to know for sure what that would mean or bring. If Cuba’s political system after Castro moves quickly toward liberal democracy, then the United States and experiences of Spain and other countries could play a decisive role in Cuba’s immediate future. However, if post-Castro Cuba remains for a significant period under authoritarian rule, the U.S. role will be much less, and Chinese reforms and experiences could offer more insights to leaders for some time than the experiences of any other country in the world. Taken with those of Vietnam, they could be more useful than the experiences of all other former communist countries combined. Of course, to be used constructively, they must be understood fully, a task beyond the scope of my current introduction to this process, and even then applied with a certain creative improvisation.

Cuba Today, and Why It Is That Way

Before examining my above assertion on potential Chinese influence in more detail, I will look quickly at what Cuba will probably be like “the morning after” the seemingly indestructible Fidel Castro is finally gone, a matter of much importance for his successors. Decades ago, Castro chose to join the then seemingly promising socialist world and quickly became a close but usually uneasy ally of the Soviet Union. That choice took him quite deliberately out of the orbit of the island’s natural and his-
torical neighbor and trading partner, the United States, and out of the fel-
lowship of the developed and democratic world. More than that, given the
context of the Cold War and Castro’s state of mind, it made conflict with
the United States inevitable. Contrary to those who say Washington
pushed Castro into the Soviet camp by early hostility to his government,
Castro had stated even before the fall of Batista that his “true destiny”
would be a long war against the United States.6 For several decades, U.S.
animosity toward Cuba was countered by sometimes uneasy Soviet gen-
erosity. Then suddenly the Soviet bloc crashed, ending one of the most
tragic political, economic, and social fiascoes in the history of the world.
To be sure, during the late 1990s and early in the new century, we have
heard much about how the Cuban economy has recovered. In some
respects it has stabilized when compared to the first years of the “Special
Period in a Time of Peace,” which began in 1990 after the bloc collapsed.
But much of that recovery is illusory, particularly in the past three years,
for the basic problems of the country have not been confronted seriously.
Today Cuba is the flotsam and jetsam of the failed Soviet system and
Cuban egalitarianism (like China was under and immediately after Mao),
a casualty of economic realities, of the new configurations of the post-
Soviet world, and of a Maximum Leader who denies the island’s people
their future by trying to freeze them in a failed past.7

For several decades, Castro proudly presided over what seemed to be
one of the world’s most egalitarian societies. This was possible for two
reasons: First was Castro’s will and power and second was massive
Soviet bloc aid, which for decades totaled a quarter or more of the Cuban
gross national product (GNP) and trade/barter that made Cuba at least as
dependent on Soviet markets as it had previously been on the United
States. A decade ago, at the peak of the “Special Period” crisis, Castro
was forced to allow the U.S. dollar to circulate openly, and today that
Yankee currency has become by far the most favored exchange on the
island. Life is somewhat better now for Cubans who can get their hands
on those U.S. dollars. But conditions have not improved, rather, in many
cases have gotten worse, particularly for the half or more of the Cuban
people who have little or no access to dollars. For the millions of Cubans
without dollars, according to Alcibiades Hidalgo, a former top Cuban
official who fled the island in 2002, life is a daily “struggle of sheer sur-
vival.” These Cubans suffer, he says, from “social inequalities as great or greater than those that the Revolution of 1959 proposed to eliminate.”

Today, Hidalgo says, Cuba is suffering its worst economic and social crisis since the collapse of the Soviet bloc: “The time since the implosion of European socialism has redefined the image of a political regime that was initially presented and accepted as a social revolution with deep popular roots and progressive ideas. The final days of Castroism are characterized by the capricious personal domination of all spheres of national life, the absence of a coherent strategy to get out of the economic crisis, rigid control of the social scene with selective and implacable repression of any departure from the enforced unanimity and the progressive abandonment of socialist rhetoric in favor of exaggerated nationalism.” Unemployment is “skyrocketing” across the country and a “social explosion,” widely feared by many leaders, could occur at any time, he maintains. The situation described by Hidalgo seems largely confirmed by my own three visits to Cuba during the past three years as well as one twenty years ago immediately after the U.S. intervention in Grenada.

Cuban Leaders: Fidel, Raúl, and the Future

Living conditions deteriorated seriously in Cuba after the collapse of the Soviet bloc. Prior to that time, people rejoiced in, accepted, or rejected their lot and acted accordingly. First, some 15 percent of the population fled abroad, mainly to the United States. Second, the vast majority of Cubans originally responded positively to Castro’s overthrow of Batista and were well-disposed toward the kind of paternalism he represented, an inclination totally in keeping with more than a half millennium of Spanish tradition. This majority approval has long since disappeared; a former high-level Cuban intelligence official estimated that in 1993 only 10 percent of Cubans still sympathized with Castro. Thus, an increasing number of Cubans now are stoically resigned to their fate and await Castro’s departure. Castro himself has not gotten this message, for he seems to see it as his “fate” to hold power as long as possible. A small but increasing number of Cubans have openly called for reform under Castro, but that often leads to harassment or imprisonment, as was demonstrated in March 2003, when dozens of Cuban dissidents were
arrested and imprisoned.\textsuperscript{14}

But this stoic resignation is not likely to continue into post-Fidel Cuba, and future leaders, whoever they may be, know and fear that. Conditions are simply too desperate.\textsuperscript{15} But how will the post-Fidel leaders operate? The current one-man authoritarianism will end, for, as Basil Fawlty might put it, there is no “Fidel-substitute” inside or outside of Cuba. Castro’s successors will not have the prestige simply to mouth revolutionary shibboleths, as Fidel has done; they will have to make life tangibly better for the vast majority of the Cuban people, or there will be more protests and perhaps violence than Cuba has seen in many decades, perhaps even civil war. Raúl Castro is, of course, the official heir apparent in this only remaining family dynasty in Latin America. Many analysts believe that Raúl will take over and rule as first among equals in some sort of junta, of necessity with military support.\textsuperscript{16} Former UN Ambassador Hidalgo says that whoever takes over will immediately face twin threats: social unrest and a military coup. A Chinese analyst adds that Cuba’s next ruler will have “two urgent tasks,” namely, “to secure stability and to improve the economic situation.”\textsuperscript{17}

By all informed accounts, a Raúl Castro government will be more pragmatic than the regime as it is today, but it will not move immediately and decisively in the direction of liberal democracy. In fact, under Raúl or any other probable top leader or group of leaders, there may be no move toward liberal democracy in the foreseeable future, however most Cubans abroad (and many at home) would like to see such movement.\textsuperscript{18} Finally, because of Raúl’s failing health, age, and lack of charisma, a government that he led could not be more than transitional, if indeed the younger Castro outlives his brother.

If this analysis proves to be correct, authoritarianism will not go out with Castro. Edward González and Kevin McCarthy argue that an authoritarian, coalition government after Fidel is likely to exclude reformists, at least initially, and “could well become rudderless as factions emerge and struggle for power and authority,” opening the door to direct military rule. Indeed, they argue “the strong probability that the successor regime will be drawn from the ranks of Fidel loyalists [which] will make it less likely that the regime will be willing to undertake fundamental, systemic
reform.” I am inclined to think that the coalition government, or a military government that may follow it, will fairly quickly grasp that its own survival will depend on increasingly systematic and serious market and internationally oriented reforms. A former chief-of-staff of Raúl Castro has written that the younger Castro “has sympathized for many years with change in the Chinese style, that is capitalism or something like it in the economy but a single party and repression of politics.” These reforms will probably be undertaken with proper deference to Fidel Castro’s memory and his “socialism,” and for a while Cuban leaders may even be inclined to use terms like “Socialism with Cuban Characteristics,” itself a (too) direct reference to the Chinese phrase, “Socialism with Chinese Characteristics.” And though Fidel Castro almost certainly will not go this direction himself, and indeed has prevented such movement in the past and present, I believe the Maximum Leader has opened the door to such reforms after he is gone, as discussed below.

If Raúl dies or is incapacitated before Fidel Castro, prospects for a relatively smooth transition probably are diminished. A junta without Raúl would not have much automatic military support. It probably would be headed by Ricardo Alarcón, Carlos Lage or some other first-among-equals, perhaps from the military, but the top position would undoubtedly be contested. Fidel Castro meets almost daily with a cadre of 30- to 40-year-old economists, historians, youth leaders and others he expects to play a leading role after his departure. In the event of substantial unrest, even exiles with high-level inside experience in the Cuban government do not agree on whether the military would step in or how far it would go to crush demonstrations, questions that will come up again below. As a last resort, the Revolutionary Armed Forces, the most powerful institution in Cuba today, could take power itself, directly or indirectly, an action that would be fully in line with centuries of Latin American tradition.

Cuba and China, Fidel and Mao

Gavin Menzies has dated China’s first contacts with Cuba to the beginning of the fifteenth century, but the tie usually is traced back to the more than 150,000 indentured Chinese who were shipped to Cuba after 1847 to work on Spanish sugar plantations. At that time, the Spanish
government in Cuba was not “learning from China” but quite brutally exploiting Chinese laborers. For decades, a thriving Havana Chinatown marked the most obvious Chinese presence on the island. After Castro took over in 1959 and commenced his attacks on small businesses, many of which were run by Cuban-Chinese, most of this ethnic group left the island. Top Chinese visitors to Cuba in recent years invariably visit Havana’s Chinatown, though it is but a pathetic remnant of its former presence.

At the time of the Cuban Revolution, Havana had diplomatic relations with the Republic of China (on Taiwan), but in 1960 Cuba became the first Latin American country to shift its diplomatic ties to the People’s Republic of China. According to a top Cuban intelligence official, in the early 1960s some Cuban military personnel were sent to China for training, and China was the only country to provide Cuba with military assistance and weapons free of charge. At first, Chinese commentators (though not Mao personally) were particularly effusive about Che Guevara—translating, publishing, and circulating several of his guerrilla warfare writings to worldwide audiences. A Chinese program of “cultural diplomacy” flourished for several years from the mid-1950s, and Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén was for a time reputed to be one of Latin America’s best known writers to Chinese readers. Relations took a turn for the worse in the mid-1960s but improved after the mid-1980s, as will be discussed below.

During Castro’s first quarter century in power, bilateral relations between Havana and Beijing were determined by a complex mix of ideology, personalities, and personal/national interests. Here I will look first at some of the many parallels in the thinking and actions of Fidel Castro and Mao Zedong, though there is no reason to suppose that Castro’s early thinking came in any way from studying the works of China’s Great Helmsman (Gran Timonel). When one compares the ideas and some of the actions of the two leaders, it is clear that they were much more natural allies than Castro and Soviet officials, for whom Castro usually had more contempt than admiration, though he eagerly took their money and military hardware. Even before the showdown of the mid-1960s, Castro had made relatively few direct public remarks on Mao and China. Just after the bilateral crisis of 1966, he recalled that originally he had been
“deeply impressed by [the] conduct and . . . revolutionary morality” of Mao and his colleagues. Mao appears to have said nothing directly about Castro.

Where was the common ground between Castro and Mao and the policies they sought to carry out? Both differed from Soviet leaders on fundamental perceptions of ideology, the world, and revolution, as well as on other basic domestic and international issues. Though most of these points now sound about as important as how many angels can dance on the head of a pin, they were life and death issues to thousands, even millions of people just several decades ago. These issues remain important if one wishes to understand the past, but they also highlight some of the banners Castro continues to carry to this day, more than a quarter century after Mao’s death, for both of them, as it were.

Least important, but also in a key way most important, both Castro and Mao were hard-core anti-Marxists. That is the least important thing about them, in as much as it no longer matters what they called (or call) themselves. To expand on Deng Xiaoping’s famous quip, it doesn’t matter if a cat is black or white or red or green as long as it catches mice. But their militant anti-Marxism deprived them of the one thing of value that Marx might have given them, namely, at least some sense of the importance of serious economic analysis. Both Castro and Mao saw economics as the handmaiden of personal and group will. They rejected Marx’s basic tenet that the economic substructure, which one may see as the base of a pyramid, determines the nature of or is the foundation for a country’s society and culture, the middle and top levels of the pyramid, respectively. Castro and Mao stood Marx’s pyramid on its point, arguing that the real determining factor is will. In the end, both misunderstood simple economics as well as human nature, and, thus, their perhaps well-intentioned wills to improve the lives of their people in the longer term were bound to fail. They sought to create “new men,” driven by moral incentives and selfless dedication, who would overcome all objective economic and other limitations in their lives and nations. They were so sure they were right that they undertook massive campaigns that usually made the lives of their people worse. Mao pressed his case more relentlessly than Castro, particularly during the “People’s Communes” and “Great Leap Forward” (1958-1960), when an estimated 30 million people
starved to death, and during the “Cultural Revolution” (1966-1976). Mao’s Cultural Revolution coincided, not altogether coincidentally, with Castro’s first major moralistic egalitarian campaign, the “Revolutionary Offensive” (1966-1970), which was followed in Cuba by the “Rectification Process” (1986-1990).\(^{34}\) Castro and Mao also agreed with each other and differed with the Soviets in the conviction that the basic contradiction of the age was between imperialism and the Third World and that peaceful coexistence would benefit only the imperialists. Finally, both insisted that guerrilla warfare was the only road to revolutionary victory in most underdeveloped countries, and both were extremely uncomfortable with the institutionalization of their guerrilla revolutions.

Even though Castro was and generally remained much more attuned ideologically to Maoism than Soviet communism, he had other things to consider as well. Castro took power in 1959, just as the Sino-Soviet dispute was emerging within the communist world. This was a highly disputatious period of furious “with me or against me” politics, during which Marxists themselves agreed on very little except, usually, the importance of being anti-American and/or anti-imperialist.\(^{35}\) The main forces pushing Castro and Mao apart were Castro’s ambitions and the simple fact that only the Soviet Union was then strong enough to give the Cuban leader the economic and military support he needed to pursue his “true destiny,” namely, the war against the United States he spoke of in his 1958 letter to Celia Sánchez. And perhaps Mao and Castro sensed that they were rivals as well for influence in the Third World. Mao was clearly the greater figure decades ago, but Castro has long outlived the Chinese leader, still dominates his country, and sometimes affects international relations.

Castro began signaling his ideological commitment to the Soviet Union at the November 1964 Conference of Latin American Communist Parties in Havana. In early 1966, Castro and Mao had a nasty public falling-out. It was then that Castro launched his full scale, abusive attack on Mao personally and on China, accusing them of confusing Marxism-Leninism with fascism, of reducing important rice deliveries to Cuba, and thus of committing criminal economic aggression against the island.\(^{36}\) Though relations improved slightly during the 1970s, even Mao’s death in 1976 did not bring an immediate easing of tensions. That was partly because in 1978-1979 China went to war briefly with Vietnam, the coun-
try Castro most admired anywhere in the world because it had so hero-
ically stood up to “U.S. imperialism.” When China invaded Vietnam after
Mao’s death, Castro condemned “the mad neo-fascist faction that rules
China” and “the man who’s at the head of this skullduggery [canallada],
this crime” and concluded that “the number one man responsible seems
to be this numbskull [mentecato], this puppet, this brazen Deng Xiaoping
. . . . a sort of caricature of Hitler.”37

Thus, as a recent Chinese Foreign Ministry posting on bilateral relations
states, “There were little substantive contacts between China and Cuba
during the Cold War period from the middle of the 1960s to the early 1980s.”38
But over the past fifteen years in particular, bilateral relations have improved in all respects and today are at their highest point ever. China and Cuba are among the world’s few remaining communist

governments, but it is not “communism” that forges the link between
Havana and Beijing. Their ties flow from more practical mutual interests
and needs, ranging from developmental to dealing with the United States.
On several occasions since the early 1990s, top Chinese and Cuban leaders,
including presidents and ministers, have visited each other. According to the Central Intelligence Agency, while Cuban trade hardly
registers in China’s records, China is Cuba’s fifth largest trading partner.
The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs reported trade volume reached
$430 million in 2002, about 70 percent being Chinese exports to Cuba.
Cuba exports raw sugar and a small amount of medicine to China, while
importing rice, kidney beans, mechanical and electronic products, medi-
cine, light industrial and textile products from China. The first China-
Cuba joint venture was established in July 1997 to produce plastic slip-
pers in Cuba. China also helped Cuba in the construction of a bicycle fac-
tory, solar power station, small hydropower station, telecom network, and
other projects.39 Former Cuban intelligence official Domingo
Amuchastegui emphasizes China’s importance to Cuba “as a practical
alliance in terms of cooperation, trade technology, military supplies, and
political and diplomatic support as a big power and a permanent member
of the United Nations Security Council.”40

During Fidel Castro’s visit to China in February 2003, Jiang Zemin
said that bilateral relations are of “strategic importance” to both sides.41
China may seek to extend its position in Latin America generally through
contacts with Cuba and Havana’s long-established links throughout the hemisphere, but Beijing does things primarily by normal diplomatic and economic channels. China also sees a kind of twisted parallel between the islands of Cuba and Taiwan. Beijing claims Taiwan as part of China (and until very recently Taiwan’s governments also insisted on this “one China” relationship), while no one claims Cuba is part of the United States. Still, Washington sells many sophisticated weapons to Taiwan and complains if China cultivates relations with independent Cuba. Thus, Beijing develops ties to Havana both to support a fellow socialist country and to get a jab back at the United States for the latter’s deep involvement in Taiwan. Reports have surfaced that the Chinese have taken over operation of the former Soviet intelligence facility at Lourdes near Havana and perhaps another near Santiago, but my sources lead me to believe those reports are incorrect.42

**What It Means to “Learn from China”**

Possible Chinese “lessons” for Cuba range from inspiration to practice, all creatively adapted to meet the island’s particular needs. In some cases, the “lessons” relate to what seem to be close parallels between what the Chinese have done or are doing and what Cubans may want or need to do. In other cases, the “lessons” are pretty straightforward, market-oriented economics, the point of interest being how these are modified and/or carried out by a politically authoritarian Chinese regime that calls itself socialist. They range from adopting a reforming state of mind and undertaking market-oriented economic reforms to providing links to fellow countrymen and others in important third countries, particularly the United States.

The matter of “learning from China” first arose immediately after Castro took power in 1959. The original Communist Party in Cuba had been founded in 1925 and in 1944 took the name People’s Socialist Party (PSP). Certainly one of the earliest direct contacts between communists from the two countries occurred in Beijing in November 1949, the month after Mao took power, when Cuban labor leader Lázaro Peña attended the Trade Union Conference of Asian and Australasian Countries. PSP General Secretary Blas Roca first visited China in 1956 and, after much
praise of the international significance of the Chinese Revolution, concluded that Cubans would “draw lessons for our own actions” from China’s experience. While such declarations during the Cold War were not always to be taken seriously, PSP leaders meant it, as they demonstrated in 1959-1960. During the first two years of the Cuban Revolution, PSP leaders Roca, Aníbal Escalante, Carlos Rafael Rodríguez, and others strongly urged Castro to move less impulsively into revolutionary change by pointing specifically and repeatedly to China’s broad United Front as a model for Cuba. As late as September 1960 the PSP daily, Hoy, made long references to the Chinese Communist Party organ, People’s Daily, which insisted on the importance of including the middle class and the national bourgeoisie in the construction of socialism through their participation in a united front. But Castro would have none of it, and by the end of 1960 he had drastically narrowed the new regime’s political base. The Cuban leader’s refusal to “learn from China” came just as the Sino-Soviet dispute was erupting. Predictably, the PSP came down on the side of the Soviet Union in the dispute and thereafter fell silent on positive Chinese experiences.

About fifteen years ago, “learning from China” again emerged as an issue for Cuban leaders because just as China’s economy was lifting off, Cuba’s was crashing. China’s mainly economic reforms, begun by Deng Xiaoping in the late-1970s after the death of Mao Zedong and continued by Deng’s successors, have been among the most dramatically productive in world history. China’s rapid development can be attributed to major shifts in the thinking and actions of the country’s leadership and in the new opportunities given to and taken advantage of by the Chinese people. Beginning cautiously, as one steps from slippery rock to slippery rock while crossing a stream, China’s leaders increasingly abandoned Mao Zedong’s insistence on egalitarianism and the “iron rice bowl,” the latter a phrase indicating a promise of cradle-to-grave jobs and security. This opened the door to greater uncertainty for the Chinese people, but it also gave them the opportunity to benefit tangibly from greater initiative and effort within a more economically free society. According to Bruce J. Dickson and Chien-min Chao, these reforms have been “incremental and gradual, with national policies decided only after evaluating the results of local experiments. Nevertheless, the changes they have brought about
have been staggering and inconceivable when China’s leaders launched the reform process.” What is more, they say, now “economic reform and opening are no longer just a means to an end, but the goal itself.”45 As David Shambaugh writes, “Deng’s program changed the very nature of the state from being a proactive agent of social-political change to being a more passive facilitator of economic change and reactive arbiter of social-political tensions.”46 It is easy to see why many Cubans have looked toward this economic success story with great interest.

Clearly, these Chinese reforms themselves are a work in progress, and though, according to Harry Harding, policies “generally reflect a preference for cautious, pragmatic, and incremental approaches to policy reform,”47 it is not clear just where they will take the People’s Republic of China (PRC). Major challenges remain. These uncertainties leave some in China and abroad ranging from cautious to critical of what has been going on. For example, one analyst at the Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing remarks that some Cuban leaders and people are concerned about how far China has gone and Cuba might go, particularly in reducing social services, if the Chinese lessons are applied on the island.48

In the end, however, the positive prospects seem to outweigh the negative ones for most Chinese and Cubans. Former intelligence official Amuchastegui commented on the Chinese experience and Cuba in a study for the University of Miami: “The Chinese pattern is really valid in many ways and it has considerable influence in Cuba. After all, it preserves a certain flavor of nostalgia associated to socialist and communist past experiences.” He adds that many members of the Cuban Communist Party Central Committee and two-thirds of the Politburo have gone to China, invariably going to the Special Economic Zone of Shenzhen, just across the border from Hong Kong. He reports that former Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji, the key architect of many of China’s economic reforms, and his advisers are well-known to Cuban leaders and executives: “When Raúl Castro went to China [in 1997] he spent long hours talking to Zhu and his principal adviser, something that was not reflected in the Cuban media. Raúl Castro invited this key adviser to visit Cuba, where he lectured hundreds of Cuban executives and leaders, causing a tremendous impact.” Among the points that most interested the Cuban audience were ideas on economic reforms and the critically important
involvement of the overseas Chinese community. Amuchastegui continues, noting that “there was one person who refused to talk to him, except for a brief and formal reception, and this was none other than Fidel Castro.” He maintains that Castro’s cold reception demonstrates “the different approaches, attitudes and inclinations that coexist in conflict inside the Cuban leadership.” Castro, says Amuchastegui, has always been “the less enthusiastic person regarding the Chinese pattern, something that is crucial in understanding how the Chinese experience is curtailed and limited in playing a greater and more dominant role in the Cuban context.”

Cuban Obstacles to Learning from China

As indicated above, the main obstacle to “learning from China” up to now has been the Maximum Leader himself. Castro is convinced he can retain power without major reforms, indeed perhaps better without substantial changes than with them, and that he need not compromise his vision of socialism and egalitarianism on the island. The parallel between Castro and Mao continues, for Mao would never have agreed to Deng Xiaoping’s reforms in advance: indeed, he had Deng imprisoned several times for being that most destructive of all creatures, a “capitalist roader.” Like Mao, Fidel Castro is extremely disinclined to acquiesce in reforms that would betray his long-standing antimarket, egalitarian principles, except as stopgap measures to prevent the economy from collapsing altogether, as in the early 1990s. Even today, despite the concessions forced on him, such as his off-and-on tolerance of small but hassled private restaurants (paladars), some free-lance taxi drivers (bicitaxis), and other private enterprises, his heart is still back with his old hope that “private trade, self-employment, private industry, or anything like it will not have a future in the country.” At times, Castro claims to be moderating his position, as when he acknowledged in 1985 that “we committed errors of idealism by trying to skip historical stages. . . . We have rectified our idealism, and we have found a happy medium . . . a proper mix of moral and material stimuli.” But that “happy medium,” if in fact ever found, tends to revert quickly in the direction of the old idealism. Shortly after China began privatizing state enterprises, forcing many workers to seek other employment, often in small businesses of their own or suffer unemploy-
ment, Castro protested, “We fight not to create individual millionaires, but to make the citizenry as a whole into millionaires.” To Castro, China’s shattering of the “iron rice bowl” was a blatant sacrifice of equality to efficiency, though Cubans, too, have lost jobs in recent years from government reorganization and industry shutdowns, though many have retained their salaries. Chinese leaders would put it more this way: the egalitarian goals, which did not work, were sacrificed to economic reality and hopes of development, first for some and in time for all.

Several top Chinese analysts of Cuban affairs expect future Cuban leaders will, perhaps sadly, recognize the need to sacrifice egalitarianism, as China did, in order to get general growth. But like Mao up to his death in 1976, Castro himself has been unwilling to part with life-long ideas that collide directly with the basic logic of development, as exemplified by China’s recent modernization and the policies of other reforming Asian and industrialized countries. In the end, Castro seems to thrive not only on fighting with the United States but also on manipulating the hardships of the Cuban people.

Some Cuban leaders have remarked on presumably objective obstacles to Cuba’s adapting much from China’s experiences. They point to some obvious, but not always relevant, differences between the two countries. In a widely quoted statement after the meeting of the Cuban Communist Party Congress in 1997, Esteban Lazo Cárdenas, a member of the party’s Politburo, noted what he considered major differences that precluded Cuba from even adapting much from the Chinese experience. For starters, China is bigger than Cuba. Of course it is, about 86.5 times bigger. But while size can create different opportunities or limitations for a nation, it is often quite irrelevant with respect to the topic of this essay. Large China is growing explosively, while small Cuba is stagnant. But tiny Singapore, which is only 1/175th the size of Cuba, is also thriving while Cuba is stagnant. Haiti is 44 times larger than Singapore, yet perpetually hopeless, even more torn by poverty and unrest than Cuba. Cuba is more than three times the size of Taiwan, and both are largely urban, but Taiwan is highly modernized, and Cuba is an economic wreck. Size is not the problem. Then Lazo Cárdenas notes that China is a rural country while Cuba is urban. True, the majority of the Chinese people still live in the countryside, but population estimates in the 1990s put about one-
third of China’s 1.3 billion people in urban areas, meaning that there are about 40 times more urban Chinese than there are Cubans in city and countryside combined. So China really must be seen as distinctly urban as well as rural. Rural/urban really is not the issue either.

The Cuban analyst went on to ask how Cuba could keep its health, education, and public welfare programs if Cuban leaders were to undertake Chinese style reforms? Well, it could not. But then it cannot maintain those programs today with its current decrepit economy either. Those programs are bleeding to death now, and the government of Cuba is preventing the people from finding productive, legal alternatives of livelihood.

Two other points are raised and usually exaggerated by those who point out differences between Cuba and China. First is Cuba’s proximity to the United States. When an enormous country like the United States or China has a small island off its coast, the country and the island are very likely going to engage in trade and other relations. Politics may preclude this interchange, as it does between the United States and Cuba. At the same time, even political tensions need not prevent economic ties, as is proved by China’s deep economic relations with Taiwan. Geographical proximity is a reality that dictates neither good nor bad relations between nations.

Second is the U.S. economic embargo. This is a political policy, not an act of nature, and it can be changed at any time when the will is there. The embargo continues for now, but even today its significance is grossly exaggerated by most of its supporters and detractors. While it is true that the embargo strictly limits Cuban trade with the United States, even as America has many billions of dollars of trade with China, Havana has political and economic relations with almost every other country in the world. The strict enforcement of Title III of the Helms Burton Law would complicate foreign investment in Cuba, but it is not an insurmountable obstacle. Beyond that, the embargo is an irritant but in no way a major contributor to Cuba’s poverty. In fact, the embargo is in many respects a boon to Castro. It enables him to maintain his reputation as a victim and implacable enemy of “U.S. imperialism” and helps him to rally international sympathy while blaming Cuba’s problems, which are his own fault, on Washington. Cuba’s problem is that it has almost nothing to sell and
no hard currency to buy from others—these realities the direct result of Cuba’s own decades-long ties to the failed Soviet bloc and Castro’s refusal to undertake serious reforms since the bloc’s demise. That is, Cuba’s current stagnation (whatever growth rates may be quoted) is rooted in past alliances and current policies. The stagnation will not be overcome until current policies are changed, and those changes will improve the prospects for or cause a change in international relations, which will also contribute to Cuba’s recovery.57

Reporting on a trip to Cuba at the end of 2003, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences scholar Xu Shicheng points out that today Cuba is at a “crossroad.” The key to the future, he writes, is recognizing the factor of the market. Cuba must “deepen its reforms... establish the mechanisms of the socialist market economy and... smash [da-po] egalitarianism....”58 From the Chinese perspective, establishing the mechanisms of the socialist market economy means undertaking something like the market-oriented economic reforms implemented in China. The differences between China and Cuba today are the direct consequences of decisions made by Chinese and Cuban leaders over the decades, and Cuban leaders can change them, as the Chinese have already done, as soon as they wish to do so. The day that Cuba undertakes market-oriented reforms it will start to become part of the modern world.

Theoretical Grounds for Chinese-style Reforms

Although for his own reasons Fidel Castro almost certainly will never permit significant reforms while he retains power, his position on the subject can be seen as more nuanced, complicated, and even potentially progressive for the future than his critics are usually disposed to recognize. In fact, a former top Cuban intelligence official, Amuchastegui, reports that both of the Castro brothers and many other Cubans have for several decades recognized the need for change. They just cannot agree on what the change should be. The official writes, “The need to redefine the whole system became a matter for discussion and was already very much in the minds of Fidel Castro and his brother Raúl since the late 1970s; as we moved into the early 1980s, a sense of urgency was added, but with different perceptions and perspectives. While Fidel Castro began playing
with various other options and unrealistic projects, his brother Raúl focused on experimenting with one specific and coherent project, more in line with the major trends dominating the real world.”59 One practical consequence was that Fidel agreed to experiment with the System of Enterprise Perfection (Sistema de Perfeccionamiento Empresarial—SPE) within the FAR, which was intended to make the military more independent of the Soviet Union and to provide a more efficient development model that might eventually be used elsewhere in the economy. The Fifth Communist Party Congress in 1997 decided to let the military apply these techniques in some cases around the country, though former Central Committee member Hidalgo says they have not improved the efficiency of the nonmilitary sectors.60

Western management and free market concepts had been the core elements of the SPE but, by the early 1990s, Raúl Castro was reportedly even more attracted to Chinese experiences. For one thing, there was the PLA’s success in running its own large for-profit enterprises, a practice he believed would also work well in Cuba. Fidel Castro accepted the economic role of the military, although he remains adamantly opposed to almost everything else in the freewheeling, dynamic entrepreneurial Chinese economic model.61 What is more, after Raúl’s visit to China in 1997, Castro reluctantly permitted a key adviser to Chinese Premier and economic guru Zhu Rongji to visit Cuba, where, as noted above, “he lectured hundreds of Cuban executives and leaders, causing a tremendous impact,” but was essentially stiffed by Fidel.62

Beyond permitting some institutional experimentation, Fidel has provided step by step theoretical grounds for much broader reform after he is gone. For example, when giving the José Martí award to Chinese leader Jiang Zemin in Havana in 1993, Castro spoke of the Chinese “miracle” of providing food and clothing for more than a billion people and added that this had all been possible because of China’s “wise application” of “the immortal ideas of Marxism-Leninism.” On his own first trip to China in 1995, he remarked that “the main aspiration of peoples [today] is not only peace, but also economic development.” He continued, commenting on “the need for reforms and opportunities that will contribute to development, but within the principles of socialism, just as you are doing here in the PRC [People’s Republic of China].”63 When Deng Xiaoping died in
1997, Castro lauded the man he had once called a “numbskull” and “caricature of Hitler” as “an illustrious son of the Chinese nation and one of its foremost leaders” who had made a “valiant contribution to the consolidation of socialism in China.”64 On his second trip to China in 2003, Castro reportedly told China’s soon-to-be top leader, Hu Jintao, that he has “always closely followed China’s development and hoped to learn from China in economic development” even as he expressed astonishment over how much things had changed since his previous visit.65

China’s “Lessons” and Their Adaptations

The comments below provide context and background on potential “lessons” on the presumption that Fidel Castro will be succeeded by an authoritarian government, whether under Raúl Castro, Ricardo Alarcón, the military or whomever. Some lessons are attitudinal, while others are more pragmatic policies. Although there is nothing uniquely “Chinese” about the “state of mind” lessons, China is the largest communist country to shift from egalitarian to market-oriented policies under authoritarian leadership, and so it is the combination of attitudes, rationalizations, institutions, and policies that form the link between China (and Vietnam) and Cuba.

The first potential “lessons” are attitudinal.

1. **Leadership state of mind.** A top Chinese Cuba specialist put his finger on the central issue: “The most important thing is not [the application of] specific measures, but a changing of the traditional mentality among the people, which is vital to the success of the reform as China’s experience indicates.”66 This change of attitude, which was found in many Chinese before Mao died, is also uppermost in the minds of many Cubans today, though it has made little headway in policy on the island because of Castro’s opposition. “The most critical condition for system change in communist societies,” concludes a distinguished panel on communist transitions, “is the demise of the great leader.”67 Mao was followed by Deng. After Fidel Castro is gone, the island’s new leaders must act on the understanding that the lives of the Cuban people must be improved, ideally so that they will live better, but at the very least, from the new leaders’ perspective, to justify their retaining power. Chinese (and to a lesser
extent Vietnamese) leaders have shown that an authoritarian government can to a large degree oversee a shift from failed egalitarian idealism to a more pragmatic and more productive “socialist market economy with national characteristics.” Cuba’s future leaders should concur with the Chinese analyst who has suggested that Cuba is now at a crossroad with two basic options: to change substantially and develop or to hold onto the past and stagnate. Structural changes are necessary, and many of the pre-conditions, including economic decline and social decay, are in place.68

This radically changed approach to thinking and development must become government policy in Cuba, as it already has in China. This can be done with due deference to Fidel Castro, so as to minimize opposition from remaining hard-line Fidelistas, by citing Castro’s own words about Deng’s “consolidation of socialism” by means of the “wise application” of “the immortal ideas of Marxism-Leninism.” Deng had no such “bridge” in comments by Mao Zedong, so in this respect Cuba can more easily retain a continuity between the great leader and his successors than China was able to do. Cuba’s new leaders must decide whether to begin the changes immediately and intensively or more gradually, in a “decent” period of time after Castro’s departure.69 At the same time, future leaders know it will be difficult for them, lacking Castro’s charisma, to survive continued burgeoning inequality with an ongoing economy of stagnation. Therefore, they will need to show some early and continuing progress, which may necessitate moving quickly into the reforms.

There is another issue to consider, however, with respect to leadership change of mind and the Chinese “example.” While much Chinese industry has come under the control of party and military leaders, as it has and continues to do in Cuba, Deng Xiaoping and his successors also have encouraged the growth of small businesses, shops and industries owned by poor and middle-class Chinese all over the country in rural and urban settings. This is a critically important aspect of the Chinese “model,” one of the reasons China has prospered and most of the people have benefited from the changes. Some analysts fear an authoritarian Cuban government will choose selectively from the Chinese experience, to the detriment of the Cuban people. Venezuelan sociologist and anthropologist Elizabeth Burgos notes, for example, the possibility that an authoritarian government in Havana might link up with moneyed Cuban-Americans.
and establish a very strong business position in the Western Hemisphere. It would do so by utilizing Cuba’s deep and long-standing intelligence and other contacts throughout the Americas, and the results would largely benefit the Cuban and Cuban-American elites, leaving the bulk of the Cuban people once again to live off the scraps that are permitted by their self-selected leaders.70

2. Public state of mind. Many Cubans will respond positively to an opening up of opportunities to work and improve their lives. Many have already shown remarkable ingenuity, especially since the early 1990s, devising ways to supplement state incomes that do not support them and their families, sometimes legally, usually at least in part illegally. According to Ben Corbett, one of the widespread jokes in Cuba today is: “Is it possible to live on your peso salary? Who knows? No one has ever tried.”71 Those trying to operate a small business legally, as in the cases of many paladar owners, have often been harassed to debilitation or death by government restrictions, taxes, and other devices. For example, during a several month period between two visits I made to Cienfuegos in 2001, the number of paladars declined from 19 to 3, according to local residents, because of the greatly increased cost of a license.72 When these tiny establishments survive, it is often because they have figured out how to buy off the police and inspectors, strike deals with suppliers who bring them foods that cannot be served legally in state restaurants, and so on.

Yet, this new state of mind will not come easily to all Cubans, as it has been difficult for some Chinese to accept. Inequalities will not only be objectively present, as they are everywhere today in Cuba and China, but also accepted in some degree as the price that must be paid for repairing an economic system that was so flawed it never even had a chance of working over the longer term. Not only does this new attitude fly in the face of what Castro and other Cuban leaders have preached for decades, it means having to accept more individual responsibility for one’s life. It means a reduction or elimination of the egalitarian paternalism that has been central to Cuba’s revolution for decades and indeed is an integral part of the Spanish colonial heritage established during the fifteenth through the nineteenth centuries. Thus, resistance to such a change, ranging from inertia to actual opposition, may well be significant.73

3. Attitude of and Toward the Exile Community. If post-Fidel Cuban
leaders seek to apply pragmatic lessons from China, they will encourage the return of exiled Cubans with their money and expertise. And many Cubans living in the United States and other nations abroad, if they follow the path of the overseas Chinese, will respond positively to Havana’s open-door policy. This would enable overseas Cubans to participate in economic reforms as they unfold, though their participation is not as critical as was the role of overseas Chinese in China. It is by no means certain that Cubans and Cuban-Americans will quickly and effectively deal with one another.

In terms of government policies, what might Cuban leaders learn from the Chinese experience?

1. **Orderly succession.** The best thing Fidel Castro could do now for the Cuban people would be to recognize that Cuba will change after he is gone and get out of the way so his successors can begin the changes now. That is, he should not mimic Mao Zedong and most “great leaders” (in the terms of the Rand workshop) of earlier revolutionary governments by hanging on until senility and/or death strikes him down and the country is left to lurch into an uncertain future. Instead, Castro could follow Deng’s lead and through institutional reform withdraw from power, become a “wise man” or “elder,” and set the precedent of succession that in China has now moved from Deng to Jiang Zemin to Hu Jintao.\(^74\) That is, Castro can choose to facilitate change or make it much more difficult and painful for the Cuban people. Should he do the former, the benefactors would be the Cuban people, the island’s neighbors, who are not looking forward to the uncertainties of the transition period, and his own ultimate reputation. History will not absolve him altogether for the mess he is leaving in Cuba, but it will look more favorably on him in the end if he now facilitates rather than blocks the country’s transition into the modern world. Some may argue that he has already passed on much power to his brother and the FAR. According to Brian Latell, an analyst with extensive U.S. intelligence experience, “With Fidel Castro’s encouragement, in recent years top officers [of the FAR] have been conspicuously preparing to manage the transition after his death.”\(^75\) All the same, Fidel has not given them the authority to make major reforms, and the proof of that is the absence of such changes and, thus, the ongoing stagnation of the island’s economy and the people’s livelihood.
2. *Economic Reforms*. Carmelo Mesa-Lago noted a number of specific ways in which “Cuba could follow the path of China and Vietnam and move toward a socialist market economy.” When supplemented by conscious efforts to enter global markets through bilateral and multilateral activities, these items constitute the core of the Chinese economic experience. They are the following:

(1) expansion of productive and service activities in the private, cooperative, and mixed sectors, plus introduction of competition within the state sector;
(2) transformation of UBPCs [state controlled cooperatives, Unidades Básicas de Producción Co-operativa] into truly autonomous cooperatives (able to decide freely what to produce, to whom they sell their produce, and what prices to set), thus providing economic incentives for increased production and delivery of goods to free agricultural markets;
(3) granting of more land parcels to individuals and families in order to increase both self-consumption and delivery of produce to free agricultural markets;
(4) increased food production and competition, which would push prices down and help to raise consumption and meet basic food needs by means of measures 2 and 3;
(5) authorization of Cuban citizens and groups of workers to manage small and medium-sized businesses, elimination of current restrictions imposed on self-employment work, and granting of permission for university graduates to practice their professions as self-employed, thereby creating enough jobs in the non-state sector to permit the dismissal of non-needed workers in the state sector while expanding the supply of goods and services;
(6) allowing foreign enterprises and joint ventures to hire, promote, and pay their employees directly, using both salaries and other economic incentives, all of which should be declared for tax purposes; and
(7) completion of the banking reform, implementation of a comprehensive price reform, and a move to the establishment of a truly convertible peso tradable in international markets, resulting in gradual elimination of the current dual monetary system.76

For the sake of emphasis, I will recall here that it was after reading this list of reform proposals that an anonymous Chinese analyst wrote: “Prof. Mesa-Lago’s suggestions are all possible and feasible. But I should
say that the most important thing is not [the application of] specific measures, but a changing of the traditional mentality among the people. . . .”

3. The Military in China and Cuba. In 1938, Mao Zedong famously remarked that “political power grows from the barrel of a gun” but added that “the Party commands the gun.” From the beginning of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in the late 1920s, military and party political leaders intermingled or were the same, and the army followed the dictates of the party or predominant leader. Major factors in the victory of the Chinese Revolution included the PLA’s role in the 14-year anti-Japanese war and then an additional four-year civil war. One of the most spectacular single events was the Long March of 6,000 miles (about fifteen times the distance from Santiago to Havana), which averaged about seventeen miles every single day for a year, over terrible terrain with the communists tracked by the Guomindang army and air force. This experience created what one historian has called “a revolutionary pedigree without equal.” Until Deng’s death in 1997, the most powerful party leader (regardless of his official position) always had that pedigree. Jiang Zemin, who became general secretary just after the Tiananmen incidents in 1989, and his successor, Hu Jintao, do not have it, and so they have had to cultivate PLA leaders in other ways. In China, Deng Xiaoping established a sort of political succession that has led to peaceful and orderly transfer of power, though even up to the time Hu Jintao took office in 2003, many analysts wondered if it would hold up. It did. While the military has influenced the choices, and both Deng and then Jiang retained control of the critically important Central Military Commission, there has been no effort by nor need for the military to interfere directly. The reforms of the 1980s and 1990s reduced the symbiotic relationship of the party and the PLA and permitted “conditions under which the military carved out an increasingly autonomous and professional identity.” Thus today, the PLA, unlike Cuba’s military, seems to be largely satisfied with its natural institutional place as a military force in the Chinese scheme of things.

In Cuba, the FAR existed as a dominant force even before the party was founded in 1965. Like many Latin American military establishments, the FAR incorporates a broad cross-section of the nation’s people. For several decades prior to the “special period,” the FAR was the largest,
strongest and most battle-hardened military in Latin America. This is no longer true since the budget and manpower of the FAR have been cut roughly in half; its weapons are increasingly outdated; and its overseas wars, which provided so much battlefield training, have ended. While in many respects the Ministry of the Interior (Minint) was equally important during much of the revolutionary period, the FAR became unquestionably primary after the Minint was purged of reformers and taken over by the FAR in 1989. Again like the Minint until 1989, the FAR maintained its institutional independence from Moscow.

The FAR has always been firmly under the control of the Castro brothers, mostly under Raúl Castro specifically, by far the longest lived defense minister in the world. In contrast to the Communist Party, the military has had few purges. The execution of General Arnaldo Ochoa in 1989, however, coming exactly five days after the Tiananmen crackdown in China and just before the collapse of the Soviet bloc, did cause tensions within the institution and nation. Today, Raúl and five other generals are on the 23-member Communist Party Politburo. Even with a significantly smaller budget, Raúl has not only held the military together, he has made it the most powerful, professional, flexible, and apparently cohesive institutional player in Cuba, though the unity remains to be tested in the post-Fidel (indeed post-Castro) period. Unlike the Chinese, Cuba’s top officers are still the “historic guerrillas,” though their claims to “a revolutionary pedigree without equal” pale to insignificance when compared to China’s Long March survivors. According to Hidalgo, a former top aide to Raúl, Castro’s younger brother lacks the ability, health, and even ambition to be more than a brief “transition” leader. Beyond that, the former adviser notes that since the end of the 1980s, the Cuban military has brought up a new generation of senior officers and generals, though top positions remain in the hands of “historic guerrilla leaders.” He concludes, “The attitude of these two generations towards change is one of the most important questions for the immediate future.” Another insider, Amuchastegui, concludes that “real dynamics of the 1990s granted additional cohesion, legitimacy, effectiveness, and credit to FAR.” I will return to these issues in the pages below.
Military Role in National Development

In both China and Cuba, the military has assumed a major role in national economic development. In China, the military was involved in some business activities before the communist victory in 1949, but its role was limited to producing goods for its own use. In the 1980s, largely to ease budget demands on the state, Deng encouraged PLA involvement in commerce generally, thereby enabling the military to earn money in the non-military market to pay for its supplies and personnel. Resulting expenditures, whether unquestionably legitimate military expenses or not, were thus taken off the back of the state. The PLA became heavily involved in creating new or buying up old businesses, from brothels to high-tech industries. The Chinese military was often wooed by foreign investors, both for personal connections and for more practical reasons, such as its access to airports and, thus, transport around the country. As the process played itself out, PLA business activities helped fund the army, but they also benefited officers and even their family members.

However, the scale and nature of PLA involvement in the Chinese economy created assorted and often interrelated problems. First was corruption, including the smuggling of many products, such as crude oil, guns, computers, and counterfeit money. Second, while industry provided funds to the military, their business activities often distracted PLA leaders from maintaining or improving the institution’s professional quality, perhaps even calling its reliability into question. Third, for economic reasons, individuals and the institution developed substantial vested interests in certain regions of the country, and the Communist Party became concerned that the military might support pressures for greater regional autonomy or otherwise refuse to take orders from Beijing. Talk of divesting the PLA began in 1990, but programs to do so were not implemented until toward the end of the decade. The process was never intended to eliminate all PLA involvement in small-scale enterprises or agricultural units, and it soon allowed the military to retain control in such larger “special” industries as civil aviation, the railways, and ports. The heart of the bargain between the government and military was one-time financial compensation and annual budget increases. In fact, corruption often extended into the divestiture process itself, when officers retired to take over privatized businesses or firms acquired by the family members.
of soldiers. Still, a close student of China’s “soldiers of fortune” con-
cludes that “corruption in the PLA appears to have transitioned from a 
major debilitating problem in the 1980s and 1990s to a more manageable 
discipline issue in the new century.”

In Cuba, Raúl Castro has been in charge of important reforms in the 
management of the FAR for two decades. The most dramatic is the 
System of Enterprise Perfection discussed above, whose techniques have 
now spread to some extent beyond the military. During the past decade, 
the FAR has become the most important force in economic development 
and, like the PLA at its zenith, involved in widely varied activities outside 
the military sector. One consequence, according to a recent high-level 
defector, “. . . is the development of a new business generation, coming 
in large part from military ranks, that is different from but linked to the 
dominant political class, and which aspires to perpetuate its privileges 
into the future no matter what the political changes.” However, while 
the FAR is at least as involved in business as the PLA was at its peak, the 
rate of economic change in Cuba has been so much slower than in China 
that, at least up to now, FAR business activities are probably somewhat 
more under control than those of the PLA in the mid-1990s. One can 
imagine that this new generation might be willing to consider the kind of 
hemispheric business empire noted by Burgos and/or to compromise with 
whoever may rise to the top in the political struggle.

The Military and National Stability

The PLA in China has been heavily involved in domestic security on only 
two occasions. The first was during the Cultural Revolution, when Mao 
used the army against opposition within the party to provide logistical 
and other support for Red Guards and, when the most violent stage was 
over, to govern part of the country. In 1983, Deng founded the People’s 
Armed Police (PAP) to take care of internal dissension, but demonstra-
tions in 1989 in Beijing and dozens of other cities were too much for the 
PAP, so the PLA was called in to restore order in the interests of what 
Deng called “a stable environment at home” as a precondition to the con-
tinuation of domestic reform. Despite the reluctance of some officers 
and troops, the PLA cleared Tiananmen Square, the streets of Beijing, and
closed down demonstrations in other cities. Its actions, particularly in Beijing, which were widely reported by the foreign media, gave the PLA a bad image among many Chinese and people around the world. For several months the PLA was involved in some civil administration, but when the crisis was over, it returned to its place in the worlds of defense and business and has never again moved so openly into domestic political affairs, though it has applied pressure on political leaders, in particular with respect to relations with Taiwan.

In Cuba, the FAR has kept out of “counterrevolutionary” problems, which have been handled in various ways by Minint police, by the Committees for the Defense of the Revolution, and, since 1991, by the “volunteer” Rapid Response Brigades. There have not been many serious protests for Cuban leaders to worry about, but leaders and people have wondered what may happen on Castro’s departure or even before he leaves if conditions become much worse than they are today and protests erupted. Will the current security forces be willing and able to handle large demonstrations, or might they be overwhelmed, as the Chinese PAP was in 1989? Will the domestic security forces be willing to repress large numbers of Cuban protesters? Will the FAR be needed to maintain order, and how will its leaders and members respond in the event of massive protests or even an uprising against Fidel, Raúl or a successor authoritarian ruler?

Castro has effectively authorized the use of the military against people who threaten the government. Shortly after the Chinese military cleared Tiananmen Square in 1989, Castro said that the Chinese were reacting to “a new, serious, very dangerous situation.” He said, “Chaos and generalized anarchy could lead to civil war and to catastrophic consequences . . .” and, thus, Chinese leaders “. . . had no alternative but to use the means they had to reestablish order in the country.”91 After antigovernment rioting in 1994, in which some security forces were killed and others injured, Raúl Castro warned “the revolution’s enemies” not to “miscalculate” because “we have more than enough cannons and other things to defend this land.” The FAR chief-of-staff said, “We warn (the) internal fifth column . . . we will act with firmness.”92 Former intelligence officer Amuchastegui said that events of the 1990s have “granted additional cohesion, legitimacy, effectiveness, and credit to the FAR.” He
continued, “Under the impact of the Tiananmen syndrome, a strong and unanimous conviction, and actions, presides over the politico-military leadership in Cuba: at all costs civil war has to, must be, avoided.”

In his study of the FAR, Brian Latell reports, “Most among both the small number of FAR and intelligence officers who have defected, and the scholars who have studied the military, believe the institution would begin to rupture if regular troops were ordered to use lethal force on a large scale against civilians. One result could be conflict among rival military units and their commanders, within units, and in the worst case, widespread violence provoking calls for an international intervention or peace-keeping mission on the island. The former Cuban intelligence and foreign affairs officer cited above [Amuchastegui], who is familiar with top military officers, believes that ‘a policy of all-out repression would be...the breaking point of internal unity, cohesion, and stability, leading directly to civil war.’” So the question may end up being, how much repression will military leaders consider justified in order to prevent protests that would lead to “all-out repression” and, thus, civil war? Castro justified as much repression as Tiananmen in his 1990 comments on that event, but how much repression would that be in Cuba, and how would one measure the breaking point?

4. Support for and from Cubans in Exile. China and Cuba have another very important point of similarity. Roughly 5 percent of the world’s ethnic Chinese live outside the boundaries of the mainland of the People’s Republic of China, while approximately 15 percent of the world’s Cubans no longer live on the Caribbean island. In both cases, the vast majority of these overseas nationals fled abroad to escape war or domestic repression and to have a chance to build a new and better life. Often, those who moved abroad thrived, while those who stayed “at home” did not, and until recent decades one could almost say the only poor Chinese in the world were those who lived in China. This is no longer true with respect to China, but much the same can be said today about Cubans.

A decade ago, a Singapore banker estimated that overseas Chinese controlled liquid assets of up to US$2 trillion, not including securities. Deng Xiaoping and some of his colleagues were much taken by this wealth and dazzled by the economic growth of those outside territories that were overwhelmingly Chinese, namely Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore, as well as by those Southeast Asian countries where ethnic Chinese minorities were the prime movers in the economies. Deng was especially taken by Singapore’s authoritarian reformer Lee Kuan Yew. Chinese leaders thus saw the overseas Chinese as an enormous resource anxious to be tapped, and it is no exaggeration to say that in many ways they made China’s unprecedented growth possible with their money and know-how. Deng carefully courted them, in part by offering them deals they could not afford to turn down in the Special Economic Zones. At least three-quarters of the nearly US$500 billion invested in China during the last quarter century came from this overseas resource. The bulk of this money came from and/or passed through Hong Kong and/or Taiwan.

The overseas Chinese, however, were critically important for more than their money. They had the guanxi or “connections” and quick-moving know-how that were essential, particularly during the first fifteen years of Deng’s reforms, when China’s legal system was, to put it politely, “little more than broad statements of principle.” While non-Chinese hardly had a clue how to approach this market, the overseas Chinese dived in, utilizing primitive yet sophisticated clan, dialect, and other traditional networks, generally in the coastal regions they or their ancestors had come from. Not every aspect of this was constructive. Stanley Lubman, a specialist in Chinese legal reform, notes, “Overseas Chinese bring to China not only their remittances and expertise, but also ideas about how businesses and governments ought to work. Some, especially from Southeast Asia, may also carry with them values that may not be conducive to the growth of a legal system [or] to the elevation of Chinese legal consciousness.”

Domingo Amuchastegui says that one of the issues noted by Zhu Rongji’s adviser in his discussions with Cuban leaders was the potential role of overseas nationals in the reconstruction process. Cuba now has a similar sort of resource for money, know-how, and connections in the Cubans who live abroad, especially the United States. Overseas Chinese quickly compromised with China’s authoritarian but reformist rulers and took full advantage of the opportunities the latter offered. Raúl Castro could become something of a Deng Xiaoping, a leader who would be receptive to extensive economic though not political reforms and involvement by Cubans living abroad. It is not clear that all Cubans are ready to
put the past in the past, however, as the overseas Chinese did, in order to move into the future. In their Cuba Transition Project study on the possible Cuban-American role in the island’s transition, the assumption of Sergio Díaz-Briquets and Jorge Pérez-López is that the links will begin “under a different political regime.” The authors are correct that “The Cuban-American community is well-placed to be a positive factor” in Cuba’s transition and development, but that role could begin even with a reform-oriented authoritarian transition government in Havana, if the island goes that way in the short or medium term and if its leaders are receptive.

At this point, I must note a difference between the roles (actual or potential) of the two overseas communities. For a variety of reasons, Cubans, Cuban-Americans, and Americans more generally may find it more difficult than the Chinese did to set aside past hatreds and suspicions. This may prompt the post-Fidel government to seek funding and expertise from other sources, and because the amounts involved are miniscule compared with investments in China and various countries seem interested, Cuban-American dollars and expertise could possibly be judged unnecessary. Cuba certainly will not offer an ideal climate for foreign direct investment (FDI), but it will be better than China’s was in the immediate post-Cultural Revolution period. The effectiveness of FDI from the United States or other countries will, of course, be strongly affected by the attitude of the U.S. government, particularly whether Title III of the Helms Burton Law is enforced after Fidel’s departure until all of the other demands of that law are adhered to by Havana. Both Cuban camps will have to weigh what they have to gain and lose by cooperating or rejecting cooperation.

If the majority of Cuban-Americans decided to act like overseas Chinese, many exile assets could be utilized to transform the lives of the Cuban people. According to U.S. Census data, in the late 1990s, the income of Cuban-Americans was $14.2 billion; their businesses in the United States had receipts of $26.5 billion; and if even publicly traded businesses were included, the receipts might have been as high as $50 billion. As Díaz-Briquets and Pérez-López say, in the economic arena, Cuban-Americans could “build business networks, stimulate trade and investment relations, provide a source of foreign income and direct
investment, generate travel and tourism revenues and provide highly skilled professionals familiar with the operation of a market economy."\textsuperscript{104} Cuban-Americans could also become involved in hemispheric business schemes with Cuba’s business leaders, many of them military, related to a future Cuban government and, by choosing this path, serve their own interests far more than those of the Cuban people.

**Conclusions**

This essay is not a blueprint of what I would like to see happen in Cuba in the immediate future, but rather, a study of what I think Cuba’s post-Fidel Castro ruling elite is most likely to do and what the consequences of their choices and policies may be. A variety of forces in Cuba are overtly or covertly cooperating or vying with each other to influence the direction of Cuba’s immediate post-Fidel development. Cuba’s current military and political leaders in the FAR and the Communist Party hold most of the cards, though they do not all agree on where the country should go next or how quickly. Also within Cuba there is the “greater democracy” movement, most obviously represented today by Oswaldo Paya Sardinas, founder of the Varela Project, who in 2003 released a detailed “Programa Transitorio.” This prodemocracy movement includes at least several thousand other activists, many of whom are in prison for their beliefs and alleged actions.\textsuperscript{105} There is also a democratic left tendency typified by Manuel Cuesta Morua, the secretary general of Socialist Democratic Current, a dissident group in Cuba that advocates the country’s peaceful transition to a democratic system.

In the end, the “silent majority” of the Cuban people as a whole could play the decisive role if they act with some sort of unity toward an achievable objective. During the Fidel Castro period they have been “unified” in not rocking the boat, for a variety of reasons. One of the calculations future Communist Party and FAR leaders are already making is whether the Cuban people will remain so “tolerant” with a new non-Fidel government, and the answer almost certainly is that they will not. Other deeply interested parties include Cubans residing abroad and foreign countries on several continents, including China and particularly the United States.

The assumption underlying this study of potential Chinese influence
in Cuba is that Cuba will remain authoritarian in the immediate and perhaps mid-term future. If this proves to be so, Raúl Castro will probably be the first post-Fidel leader if he survives his brother, though others may follow in fairly short order, probably with similar reform programs. As one of Raúl’s former aides has said, the younger Castro “has sympathized for many years with change in the Chinese style, that is, capitalism or something like it in the economy but a single party and repression of politics.” A former high-level Cuban intelligence official says, “Once Fidel Castro is out of the game, other areas of the Chinese experience may, most probably, be implemented in Cuba rather quickly.”

While the Chinese themselves may be reticent to point out openly some potential “lessons” in their experience, many Cubans in Cuba and abroad and other outsiders have been more willing to look at reforms undertaken in China that may be of interest in assorted ways to post-Fidel Cuban leaders. The following conclusions are based on several assumptions: (1) there is little likelihood of a peaceful transfer of power to a democratic government in the immediate post-Fidel period; (2) there must be basic reform on the island for the good of the Cuban people but also, and most important, for the immediate post-Fidel leaders themselves, to generate popular acceptance of their holding power, and this reform is likely to be similar to many already made in China; (3) “learning from China” will mean studying China’s experiences and applying whatever aspects seem relevant in whatever ways to Cuba’s own conditions; and (4) post-Fidel authoritarian leaders may be receptive to various forms of cooperation with the United States and Cuban-Americans that have not been possible up to now.

China or Vietnam?

Before summarizing the “Chinese lessons,” however, I must pause to add a few words on Vietnam. Chinese and Cubans who show interest in Cuba’s possible turn to a “socialist market system” usually refer to China and Vietnam almost as if they were one. They are not, though there are similarities in what the two have done. Vietnam, beginning later than China, also has initiated some market-oriented reforms and international economic ties under an authoritarian government. But there are signifi-
cant differences, and these differences may make Vietnam a more attractive model than China in the end, at least to some Cubans. Briefly, Vietnamese reforms have been more grudging, tentative, and seemingly “for reasons of self-preservation rather than principle.” Post-Fidel leaders know they will have to make significant changes or lose power, the “self-preservation” argument. They may decide the way to adapt market reforms to Cuban conditions is to be much more cautious (though the Chinese, too, have often been cautious) and “go Vietnamese,” so to speak. Whether from lack of conviction, fear, or calculation, Cuba’s new leaders may decide that a “market economy with Cuban characteristics” more nearly means, in effect, a “market economy with Vietnamese (rather than Chinese) characteristics.” These reforms would go in the same direction, but the changes would come more slowly. Cuban leaders must judge whether this “Vietnamese” approach would be better because it would incite fewer popular (and elite) concerns at fundamental changes or, worse, because it would bring too little change in the short term and thus fail to rally essential popular support.

**Lessons from China**

So, what are the “lessons” from China that could be applicable in various forms to Cuba, depending on when real change becomes possible and what the situation is in Cuba and the world at that time?

1. From Deng Xiaoping, Fidel Castro could learn the advantage for Cuba of giving brother Raúl the authority to make major reforms now while he, Fidel, is still alive and well. This would enable Fidel to oversee a peaceful transfer of power as an “elder,” as Deng did, and establish the precedent of an orderly passing of the top leadership for at least the next few years while Cuba is under authoritarian control. This would mean Castro’s admitting, though not necessarily in public, that in one way or another the “socialism” he has championed for the population as a whole will be substantially reduced or ended. The probability of Castro’s doing this now is very low.

2. Even if Fidel Castro does not relinquish real decision-making authority to his brother immediately, he might permit the quiet drawing up of a unified position among FAR and Communist Party leaders on all levels with respect to the essential need for rapid movement toward seri-
ous market-oriented reforms in the future. To some degree this seems to be happening. This program could utilize adapted versions of Chinese experiences and incorporate socialist rhetoric as employed by Chinese analysts and leaders. Although Castro will not likely permit the circulation of this program while he holds power, as soon as he is gone it could be presented to the Cuban people. If the people believe the program will be implemented with realism, as the Chinese have done, and that their lives will on balance improve as a result, the vast majority may well be disposed to giving the new leadership a chance, particularly since the alternative could so easily involve widespread violence. While Cuban leaders do not want a “Tiananmen” showdown, the vast majority of the Cuban people almost certainly do not want massive disturbances or civil war either.

3. The above-mentioned program would entail the teaching and practice of more economically productive ways of thinking and acting within the government and population. There has been movement in this direction already, originally and with Castro’s acquiescence within the FAR and indeed by individual Cubans (often harassed) on the streets of Havana and elsewhere. The Chinese experience suggests that attitudes favoring private enterprise should be promoted much more actively and broadly than in the past. Both the vocabulary and actions could be in line with what the Chinese call “the mechanisms of the socialist market economy,” which many Americans would just call largely market practices. Attention might be paid to minimizing corruption, influence peddling, and crime.

4. If Cuban leaders seriously wish to implement comprehensive economic reforms, they will need to deal with attitudes and the basic economic foundations of a productive economy. Carmelo Mesa-Lago has highlighted the latter in an earlier Cuba Transition Project essay, though these reforms would have to be adapted to specific Cuban conditions. The PLA’s role in China’s transformation emerged after the reforms had begun. The specific conditions today in Cuba would seem to dictate an even more active role for the military than occurred in China because so much power has been passed to the FAR, even before the beginning of real reforms and because the military has more sophisticated economic and institutional experience. Simultaneously, as in China, Cuba’s military
may be required at some point to maintain order, and that could precipitate tensions within the military itself and across society. In time, Cubans may want to study China’s experience in extricating the military from business and other nonmilitary activities. The long-term objective of the reforms in Cuba would be the kind of change David Shambaugh noted in China, namely, converting the state from an aggressive agent of social-political change to a more passive facilitator of economic development and an arbiter of ensuing tensions.

5. Overseas Chinese played a critical role in China’s market reforms. Overseas Cubans could do so as well, though the Chinese and Cuban cases have some significant differences. Because of China’s specific conditions in the late 1970s, that country’s reforms would have been much more difficult without the early, active, and continuous involvement of the overseas Chinese. In contrast, Cuba could undertake major reforms with minimal Cuban exile involvement if Havana’s leaders were to choose this route, because the funds needed are relatively miniscule and undoubtedly could be obtained from other willing investors. Also, the legal foundations for foreign direct investment can be worked out more easily in Cuba if the will is there, assuming a degree of cooperation, or at least not obstruction, from the U.S. government, which cannot necessarily be assumed. Cubans, Cuban-Americans, and the U.S. government will have to weigh what is to be gained and/or lost by cooperating or rejecting cooperation with an authoritarian government in the immediate post-Fidel period. Cooperation, should that occur, will require compromises by all involved parties.
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